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Haworth’s refurbished headquarters is a truer reflection of the multi-brand company as it stands now, in its 70th year.

By Ken Shulman

It may be already a decade old, but One Haworth Center—the Haworth corporate headquarters and manufacturing facility in Holland, Michigan—still seems new. Sunlight cascades through the soaring atrium that spans the building’s north flank, flooding 300,000 square feet of office space, spilling down the sprawling entryway staircase into the ground-floor café. The structure’s three stories of glass and steel and its green roof engage in a seamless dialogue with 225 acres of western Michigan nature, connecting employees (Haworth calls them members) with the grasslands and marshes that surround the LEED Gold building. “I’ve been coming here for ten years,” says Dick Haworth, chairman emeritus of the privately held office-furniture company. “And I still smile each time I step inside.”

Haworth’s corporate headquarters has been looking even fresher since 2017, with its interiors redone by Patricia Urquiola. A Haworth collaborator since 2013—she co-designed that year’s Haworth showroom at NeoCon in Chicago—the Spanish designer has brought life and movement to the building’s common spaces. Not that the original interiors were insipid. Created by Ralph Johnson and Eva Maddox of Perkins+Will—the firm that also designed the building—the 2008 interiors were linear and smart,
One Haworth Center (opposite) was designed by Perkins+Will in 2008 and set several benchmarks at the time, attaining LEED Gold certification and reducing energy use by 10 percent despite a 20 percent increase in space over Haworth’s former headquarters. Patricia Urquiola redesigned the interiors (below) last year. “You feel the material texture and the warmth that she brings us,” says Haworth president and CEO Franco Bianchi. “She touches people’s hearts.”
showcasing the communal workstations and informal meeting spaces Haworth needed to present itself as a purveyor of contemporary workspaces. “It wasn’t enough for us to tell our customers and our people that we’re good at design,” says Franco Bianchi, a mergers and acquisitions specialist from Bologna, Italy, who became Haworth’s president and CEO in 2005. “We needed to show them. And this building was the way.”

Now Bianchi and Haworth are trying to show their customers something new. “With low unemployment, and with the increased opportunities for working remotely, people need a compelling reason to come to work,” says Bianchi. “They want workplaces that feel like homes or, even better, feel like hotels. Patricia was the perfect person to bring that feeling to us, in the products she’s designed for us, and now in our own interior.”

The most notable change in the spaces is color. The dominant monochrome motifs are gone, replaced by a surprising range of hues. Using upmarket seating from Haworth’s Italian brands (the company acquired the Poltrona Frau Group in 2014) and GAN area rugs, Urquiola apportioned Haworth’s second-floor balcony into a procession of open lounges and hospitality spaces. These areas conveniently transform into real-life office dioramas—Haworth calls them living laboratories—when used by members of the adjacent marketing and sales departments. Urquiola also tamed the vast, formerly uncharted volumes on the atrium floor, seeding it with designated casual work and meeting spaces shaded with the soft shells of the Openest products she created for Haworth in 2014. “For a long while, people here were reluctant to use the atrium floor,” says
A major part of Urquiola’s strategy was to revise space allocation, creating both individual and collaborative work areas (below) in the cavernous atrium and showcasing the offerings of various Haworth brands in the process. Her own product designs feature prominently, including her Openest privacy desk and Plume panels for Haworth and the Bandas rugs she designed for GAN (opposite). In April 2016, the Poltrona Frau Group and Haworth acquired the outdoor-furniture company Janus et Cie, whose products are deployed in the outdoor spaces (bottom).
One of the biggest things Urquiola achieved, says global brand director Kurt Vander Schuur, is that “she’s recolored the company, revamping our entire line, from the paint finish on desks to new texture on chairs.” Color-themed sections run along the length of the atrium, their hues going up the columns (opposite). At the bases of the columns are social spaces for employees (below).
Raymond Kennedy, an industry veteran and Haworth’s director of North American marketing. “Patricia has made the spaces more inviting.”

One Haworth Center’s makeover is the latest in a long string of evolutionary changes that Haworth has undergone since founder G.W. Haworth—a former high school shop teacher—began making wooden retail display racks in his garage just after World War II. In the 1970s, chairman Dick Haworth (G.W.’s son) sold off parts of Haworth’s very profitable partition and wall business to fund research on new products. One of those products, the patented prewired panel that the company introduced in 1976, would become synonymous with Haworth and, more importantly, drive revenues from a few million to more than $2 billion by the year 2000.

The 2004 NeoCon show in Chicago signaled a turning point for Haworth. The venerable Michigan company, which celebrates its 70th anniversary this May, had made a solid name—and handsome profits—selling traditional office systems built around its prewired panel. In 2004, it unveiled a set of timely office interiors framed by sleek raised floors and complemented by sharp acoustics and crisp lighting. There was even a tiled reflecting pool in the showroom. “I saw people step outside so they could check the name on the door,” says Kurt Vander Schuur, global brand director at the company. “They couldn’t believe that this was Haworth.”

While widespread, the disbelief was somewhat undeserved. Haworth had been quietly but decisively expanding its palette with a series of smart acquisitions that added key elements and global capacity to its portfolio. The 2004 showroom, which won NeoCon’s Best of Show award in that year’s Showroom and Booth Design competition, was more a declaration of intent—the company’s way of saying it was ready and able for any and all design jobs.

Haworth’s transformation continued when it took a controlling interest in Italy’s Poltrona Frau Group and, more recently, entered into partnerships with GAN and Pablo Lighting. The once-drab midwestern cubicle company and its brands now build out high-end hotel interiors, aircraft seating, and even cruise ships for customers including Nvidia, Google, Michael Kors, and the New York Mets. Haworth employs social scientists—and uses its own race car simulator—to study focus and distraction in the workplace. “Our clients are not only the biggest companies in the world,” says Mike Warsaw, global vice president of design and innovation. “They’re also the most progressive in terms of workers and workspaces. And this is a time when the war for talent is raging.”

Haworth has even entered the software business, launching Bluescape, a cloud-based visual collaboration program that won the company the Best in Show award at the 2013 NeoCon. (Urquiola’s Openest took top honors there the following year.) “I’ve been here since 1981,” says Jeff Reuschel, Haworth’s director of design and innovation, and principal author of Bluescape. “And it feels like I’ve worked for five different companies.”

The evolutionary strategy seems to be paying off. In 2017, Haworth’s revenues returned to $2 billion for the first time since 2000. Furthermore, the company is more agile and versatile than ever, with a broad global footprint, a suddenly intriguing brand, and—supported by its refurbished headquarters—a culture eager and ready to embrace change. “To be honest, I didn’t think it would take this long,” Bianchi says. “And the company still doesn’t look exactly the way I’d imagined it might. But it is beginning to smell like it.”